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Amidst the pandemic COVID 19 here comes the event of the “new normal”, this new normal compounded with the issues arising within the development of the new techniques in teaching, the new educational platforms also because the sorts of things to be done online, increases much the agony of the people especially those that are within the educational sectors and within the community. Much of this also are suffering from the incoming development of the sorts of techniques the teachers must offer.

But what if the matter isn't the people, or the human resources? What if the matter lies on the electricity and therefore the internet the people are alleged to have and be compensated because they really pay good money for it? to urge more their desired online service they’re equipped with the sorts of techniques and methods to tend online for the scholars but they’re now bombarded with the issues and issues the electric companies also because the internet providers are giving.

Valerio, in her article stated within the year 2014, that “While energy poverty is becoming more prominent as a development issue, there remains an enormous gap in addressing the usually overlooked but nevertheless serious challenge: the United Nations estimates that around 1.4 billion people haven't any access to electricity, while a billion more only have access to unreliable electricity networks. Within the Philippines, where electricity costs are among the very best in Asia, those that lack access to electricity are in a good more disadvantaged position.”
What are the items to be done to counter this disadvantage positions of the Filipinos and therefore reform the students on the availment of the electricity and the internet connection?

How can we solve this alarming situation amidst the pandemic while getting the standard education the scholars and teachers must get and impart relatively?

Consider the subsequent techniques:

1. Conserve energy using the gadgets and therefore the equipment which are loaded whenever through charging. Use only those equipment if there are not any internet or there are no powers.

2. Try to buy pocket Wi-Fi or use your cellphone just in case of emergencies that there are not any available ways to attach using your laptop or pc.

3. Try to have a backup writing tools whenever possible in order that whenever the facility is out and therefore the internet connection is lost there'll be ways to stay your contacts and to continue with the communications, attempt to save the contacts on a paper, or print it beforehand.

Being practical and being aware also on take care during these times may help us become more conscious of the items to be done amidst the worldwide pandemic and still get the standard education we are all looking for.
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